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Significant fractionation of dust/gas from the original interstellar doud during the formation of the 
solar system is a distinct posfilbility. Identification of such an effect would provide important clues to 
nebular processes. Fractionation of volatiles is not constrained by CI abundances and only for the most 
abundant ones by photospheric observations. The solar Xe elemental abundance is determined here via 
solar wind measurements from lunar ilmenites and nonnalized to Si by spacecraft data. The results are 
compared with estimated abundances assuming no fractionation, which are relatively well constrained 
for Xe by s-process calculations, odd-mas.5 abundance interpolations, and odd-even abundance systematics. 
When corrected for solar wind/photospheric fractionation, the 130xe abundance given by surface layer 
oxidation of ilmenite from soil 71501, exposed within the last - 200 m.y., is 0.24 ± 0.09 nonnalized 
to Si = 106. This is indistinguishable from the estimates made assuming no solid/gas fractionation. A 
similar result was obtained for Kr by Wiens et al ( 1991 ). Results from breccia 79035 ilmenite, exposed 
at least - 1 Gy ago, indicate that the solar wind Xe flux may have been significantly higher relative to 
other noble gases, perhaps due to more efficient Xe ionization. If this is true, fl.uxes of C and S, which 
have similar first ionization potentials to Xe, should also be higher in the ancient solar wind from the 
same time period, though such variations have not been observed 
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FRACTIONATION IN 1HE SOLAR NEBUIA 
A detailed knowledge of the average elemental abundances 
in the solar system is crucial to our understanding of its origin 
and evolution. Specifically, depletions of certain types of ele-
ments relative to an expected original abundance in the parent 
interstellar cloud from which the solar nebula formed would 
give clues to whether various posfilble fractionation processes 
were active in the gravitational collapse leading to the forma-
tion of the Sun and planets. Even limits on the extent of these 
fractionations will help us understand the processes. Fraction-
ation could occur in a variety of ways: by electromagnetic 
processes, albedo variations (on dust grains), different atomic 
mass or density, or with differences in volatility. In this paper 
we compare estimates of the solar system Xe/ Si ratio, obtained 
independently of any solar data, to that determined from the 
solar wind by a combination of lunar and spacecraft data. These 
independent determinations could differ if there are fractiona-
tion processes, e.g., solid/gas, in the formation of the Sun from 
the original parent molecular cloud. 
The Sun's formation can be conceptualized as a two-stage 
process, with the first stage consisting of formation of a central 
condensation out of the parent giant molecular cloud, and the 
second stage consisting of passage through a T Tauri phase and 
onto the main sequence. Tue CI chondrite abundance pattern, 
representing a point in time after stage 1, defines a smooth 
abundance curve for heavy (A > 60) odd-mass nuclei (Anders 
and Grevesse, 1989; Burnett et al., 1989), a regularity that 
must be nucleosynthetic in origin (Suess, 1947). Tue CI 
abundance pattern thus applies to stage l , ~g that all 
significant nucleosynthesis occurred prior to that time. Further, 
all elements included in these systematics must have been 
essentially quantitatively ( 2".70%) condensed at the formation 
location of the CI chondrites. Specifically, this includes all 
elements from Ni to Pb except Kr, Xe, and possibly Br 
(Burnett et al., 1989). Tue present solar composition is given 
by photospheric abundances, which agree with CI chondrite 
abundances within 10-30% for many elements (e.g., Anders 
and Grevesse, 1989; Grevesse, 1991). Tue original starting 
materials, that is, the relative abundances of the parent molec-
ular cloud, are accurately modeled in the high mass range 
(A = 100-200) by the classical s-process theory (e.g., Kappeler 
et al., 1989). There is general agreement among these three 
sources of nonvolatile element abundances, so that among the 
solid elements very little fractionation (probably <30%) could 
have taken place during the formation of the Sun. [There is 
no unique distinction between volatile (gas) and nonvolatile 
(solid) elements. The partitioning of a given element between 
gas and condensed phases obviously depends on physical con-
ditions, primarily temperature. Our discussion is relevant to 
environments in which Kr and Xe are in the gas phase, with 
less-volatile elements generally in the solid phase.] 
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SOLID/ GAS FRACilONATION IN 1llE SOLAR NEBUIA 
The story for volatile elements is quite different. Volatiles 
have been depleted in the CI chondrites and, for the most part, 
are not observable in the solar photosphere due to the high 
first excited atomic state of gases, resulting in the absence of 
characteristic absorption lines. Therefore, a relatively large 
solid/gas .fractionation in the Sun would not be obvious by any 
means studied so fur. 
Some of the mechanisms that would affect solid/gas ratios, 
following Wiens et al. ( 1991 ), include: 
1. Fractionation due to intense stellar winds early in solar 
history. Efficient sinks for angular momentum and magnetic 
fields are needed during collapse of the solar nebula, and 
substantial mass loss appears to occur during and immediately 
preceding a T Tauri phase (e.g., Lada and Shu, 1990). By 
analogy with the present-day solar wind, a .fractionation by first 
ionization potential (FIP) might result because of the prefer-
ential ionization of elements with low FIP. This might be 
accomplished even with a small degree of ionization, given that 
the mass loss would occur over relatively large distances and 
timescales. Since volatile elements have relatively high FIPs this 
mechanism effectively leads to low nonvolatile/volatile element 
ratios in the Sun even though volatility per se was not the 
important parameter. The FIP fractionation factor in the solar 
wind today is -4, and fur higher factors have been suggested 
(Ott and Begemann, 1990; Lewis et al., 1990) to explain 
elemental enrichments in interstellar dust grains. While the 
present solar wind flux extrapolated over the age of the solar 
system should have depleted the remaining nonvolatile ele-
ments by less than 1 % relative to the initial volatile/ nonvolatile 
inventory in the solar convective zone, volatile/ nonvolatile 
.fractionation could be significant if the Sun lost a substantial 
.fraction of its original mass during an early T Tauri stage. 
However, this .fractionation only affects the gas phase, so that 
higher temperatures (>2000 K) would be required for Xe/ Si 
to be .fractionated in this way. 
2. A variation of (I ) at lower temperature with Si in grains 
but Xe and Kr in the gas phase. A low level of ionization and 
separation of the bulk material from originally imbedded mag-
netic fields would produce a .fractionation of gas ions (includ-
ing Kr and Xe) from solids. This mechanism may have been 
active in the interstellar cloud long before ignition of the Sun, 
since magnetohydrodynamic processes are thought to play a 
crucial role in causing local inhomogeneities leading to stellar 
formation (Lada and Shu, 1990). 
3. Solid/ gas .fractionation due to the Poynting-Robertson 
effect, which causes solid particles to slowly spiral toward the 
Sun Today only solids spiral toward the Sun. The mass flux 
is insignificant relative to the mass of the solar convection 
zone, and it is not clear whether the atoms in the incoming 
particles are accreted to the Sun or vaporized and swept out 
with the solar wind However, this mechanism could have been 
significant in the early solar system when unaccreted materials 
were abundant, gas drag possibly significant, and the solar 
surface temperature much lower. In addition to electromag-
netic drag, a strong early solar wind may have caused an 
enhanced corpuscular radiation analogue of ·the Poynting-
Robertson effect on grains smaller than -1 µm (Burns et al., 
1979). 
4. Enhancement of volatiles in the Sun as the result of early 
large-scale planetesimal formation in the outer solar system. 
5. Similar to ( 4) but with .fractionation in the galaxy as a 
whole due to removal of all elements condensible at temper-
atures of -20-50 K by large-scale comet and ice formation. 
As proposed by 1insley and Cameron (1974), only Hand He 
would not be condensed 
6. Fractionation due to comets or planetesimals in Sun-
grazing comet-like orbits, which would enrich the Sun in 
solids, suggested by joss (1974). 
Although we lack information on volatile elements both in 
the present-day solar photosphere and in CI chondrites, we can 
in some cases predict the original interstellar cloud volatile 
abundances from abundance curve smoothness tests and 
nuclear process calculations, just as for solid elements. To test 
for volatile .fractionation between the interstellar cloud and the 
Sun, the solar wind can be used in lieu of the photosphere 
(Wiens et al., 1991). For this fractionation test, the noble gases 
are the obvious choice since their entire reservoir is in the 
gas phase, with the possible exception of the heavy noble gases 
under cold environments. Primordial He, Ne, and Ar abundan-
ces are poorly constrained by nucleosynthetic production 
ratios or interpolations. Krypton lies in a mass region with 
slowly decreasing odd-mass abundances (e.g., Bunwtt et al., 
1989), providing the simplest interpolation estimate. Thus 
Wiens et al. ( 1991) used Kr to compare the solar-wind-derived 
solar abundance with that predicted by interpolation, which 
assumes no solid/gas .fractionation. Here we extend the study 
to Xe using the same overall approach. 
UNFRACI10NATED (ORIGINAL) XENON ABUNDANCE 
For xenon, interpolation between the surrounding odd-mass 
isotopes is not as well constrained as Kr because Te and Xe 
lie on an r-process peak rather than a slowly decreasing part 
of the abundance curve. Fortunately, Xe has two isotopes that 
are shielded from the r-process contributions and produced 
almost exclusively by the s-process. Contemporary s-process 
theory provides an excellent quantitative fit to the observed 
CI chondrite abundances for nonvolatile s-only nuclei in the 
A > 100 mass range, the so-called "main component" of the 
classical s-process theory of Kappeler et al. ( 1989). The theory 
predicts that s-process abundances are described by a smooth 
variation of Na, where N is the abundance of the given isotope 
and a is the laboratory-derived neutron absorption cross sec-
tion at the relevant energy. S-process abundances are thus 
(Na)tbeor/ a. If one assumes that neutron capture cross sec-
tions at kT = 25-30 keV are applicable, there are only two 
adjustable parameters (a constant and one exponential parame-
ter in the neutron fl.uence distribution incident on the seed 
56i;e) in the Kappeler et al. (1989) calculations of the main 
s-process. The s-process results are compared with nonvolatile 
CI abundances for s-only isotopes from 96-204 amu in Fig. 1. 
In almost every case the agreement is within 20-30%, enabling 
comparison on a linear scale. There is a minor complication 
in that estimated abundances of 130.xe and 1UXe were used 
in the overall fit by Kappeler et al. (1989). However, as these 
are only two out of the whole dataset being fitted, it is safe 
to assume that the predicted (Na) would be the same if the 
two s-only Xe isotopes were excluded from the fit. We there-
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Fig. 1. Comparison of s-proces.s abundances calculated from (Na) 
and a values tabulated by (Kappeler et al., 1989) with CI chondrite 
abundances from Ander.; and Grevesse (1989) for s-only isotopes of 
nonvolatile elements in the high-mass range. The agreement is within 
10-30% in most cases, justifying the use of s-proces.s Xe abundance 
calculations as representative of the original unfractionated Xe 
abundance. 
fore as.sume that s-process theory provides a reliable abun-
dance estimate of the s-only Xe isotopes. We choose to work 
with the more abundant of the two s-only Xe isotopes, 13°Xe; 
128xe results are similar. Kappeler et al. ( 1989) predict 
N(13°Xe) = 0.22 ± 0.09 (Si= 106). 
An independent constraint on the Xe abundance comes 
from even-odd abundance systematics. Odd-mass nuclei in a 
given mass range are always less abundant than the sum of the 
even ones. Thus for nonradiogenic 129x:e, an upper bound is 
given by (129x:e]max = ( 2 128M + 2 130M)/2, where iM is an iso-
tope of mass i. CI chondrite data on 128•130J'e and 13°Ba (Anders 
and Grevesse, 1989) and nonradiogenic 130xe/ 129x:e and 
1iaxe/ 129x:e ratios of 0.165 and 0.0779 respectively (R 0 . 
Pepin and D. Phinney, "Components of xenon in the solar 
system," unpublished manuscript, 1978) yield [129x:e]max 
1.80 and [130xe]max = 0.30 (Si= 106). 
SOIAR WIND GASF.S IN LUNAR ILMENITE GRAINS 
Fractionation 
The solar wind, as collected in the lunar regolith, provides 
the only experimental measurements of solar Kr and Xe abun-
dances. Although bulk gas releases from even the most reten-
tive minerals are severely fractionated, the surfuce layers 
containing the most recent loading of gases are apparently 
unfractionated for all but He (Frick et al., 1988; Becker and 
Pepin, 1989). This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for He, Ne, and Ar, 
for which we have direct solar wind measurements. It is 
actually surprising that He is nearly unfractionated, given its 
high concentrations. Since He constitutes 3-5% of the solar 
wind particles, several times higher than all the heavier ele-
ments combined, extreme concentrations to tens or hundreds 
of cubic centimeters per gram of He are found in grain surfuce 
layers. Selective destruction of these layers and liberation of 
the gases therein can be achieved by closed-system etching 
Wiens et al.: Solid/ gas fractionation in the solar nebula 155 
( Wteler et al., 1986) or low-temperature oxidation (Frick 
et al., 1988). Only the latter method has produced data for 
heavy noble gases (Kr and Xe). We use data from the only 
two lunar ilmenite separates subjected to this procedure to 
date, 71501 (Frick et al., 1988) and 79035 (Becker and Pepin, 
1989). Their light noble gases are compared in Fig. 2 with 
the solar wind 
Nitrogen/Noble Gas Ratios 
Although the light noble gas patterns are nearly identical to 
the solar wind in the 71501 and 79035 ilmenite surfuce layers 
oxidized at low temperatures (Fig. 2), the relative nitrogen 
abundances, both of the near-surfuce and the sample as a 
whole, are higher than expected in the solar wind by about 
an order of magnitude (Frick et al., 1988; Becker and Pepin, 
1989). This presents a possible objection to considering 
surfuce-sited noble gases as representative of the solar wind 
It appears that either noble gases are inefficiently implanted 
or there is an extraneous source of nitrogen implanted at 
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Fig. 2. Helium and Ne abundances from lunar ilmenite separates 
normalized to the solar wind and to Ar. Filled squares represent total 
gas amounts from six different samples measured by Hintenberger 
et aJ. (1974), Frick et aJ. ( 1988), and Becker and Plpin (1989), which 
are fractionated relative to the solar wind Open symbols represent 
gases released from only the surfuce layers by low-temperature oxi-
dation of breccia 79035 (Becker and Pepi.n, 1989) and the more 
recently exposed soil 71501 (Frick et aJ., 1988). Notice that the 
22Ne/ 36 Ar ratio is unfractionated in both samples, and it is a.s.5Uilled 
that the heavier noble gases are also unfractionated. Nonnali7.ation to 
the solar wind provides a better fit, particularly for 22Ne/ 36Ar, than 
normalization to estimated solar abundances used in previous compar-
isons (Frick et aJ., 1988; Becker and Pepi.n, 1989). The major source 
of uncertainties is in the long-term average solar wind ratios ( Bocbsler, 
1987). 
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SOLID/GAS FRACI10NATION IN TIIE SOLAR NEBUIA 
The story for volatile elements is quite different Volatiles 
have been depleted in the CI chondrites and, for the most part, 
are not observable in the solar photosphere due to the high 
first excited atomic state of gases, resulting in the absence of 
characteristic absorption lines. Therefore, a relatively large 
solid/gas fractionation in the Sun would not be obvious by any 
means studied so far. 
Some of the mechanisms that would affect solid/ gas ratios, 
following Wiens et aL ( 1991 ), include: 
1. Fractionation due to intense stellar winds early in solar 
history. Efficient sinks for angular momentum and magnetic 
fields are needed during collapse of the solar nebula, and 
substantial mass loss appears to occur during and immediately 
preceding a T Tauri phase (e.g., Lada and Sim, 1990). By 
analogy with the present-day solar wind, a fractionation by first 
ionization potential (FIP) might result because of the prefer-
ential ionization of elements with low FIP. This might be 
accomplished even with a small degree of ionization, given that 
the mass loss would occur over relatively large distances and 
timescales. Since volatile elements have relatively high FIPs this 
mechanism effectively leads to low nonvolatile/volatile element 
ratios in the Sun even though volatility per se was not the 
important parameter. The FIP fractionation fuctor in the solar 
wind today is -4, and far higher fuctors have been suggested 
(Ott and Begemann, 1990; Lewis et al., 1990) to explain 
elemental enrichments in interstellar dust grains. While the 
present solar wind flux extrapolated over the age of the solar 
system should have depleted the remaining nonvolatile ele-
ments by less than 1 % relative to the initial volatile/ nonvolatile 
inventory in the solar convective zone, volatile/ nonvolatile 
fractionation could be significant if the Sun lost a substantial 
fraction of its original mass during an early T Tauri stage. 
However, this fractionation only affects the gas phase, so that 
higher temperatures (>2000 K) would be required for Xe/ Si 
to be fractionated in this way. 
2. A variation of ( 1) at lower temperature with Si in grains 
but Xe and Kr in the gas phase. A low level of ionization and 
separation of the bulk material from originally imbedded mag-
netic fields would produce a fractionation of gas ions (includ-
ing Kr and Xe) from solids. This mechanism may have been 
active in the interstellar cloud long before ignition of the Sun, 
since magnetohydrodynamic processes are thought to play a 
crucial role in causing local inhomogeneities leading to stellar 
formation (Lada and Sim, 1990). 
3. Solid/gas fractionation due to the Poynting-Robertson 
effect, which causes solid particles to slowly spiral toward the 
Sun. Today only solids spiral toward the Sun. The mass flux 
is insignificant relative to the mass of the solar convection 
zone, and it is not clear whether the atoms in the incoming 
particles are accreted to the Sun or vaporized and swept out 
with the solar wind However, this mechanism could have been 
significant in the early solar system when unaccreted materials 
were abundant, gas drag possibly significant, and the solar 
surface temperature much lower. In addition to electromag-
netic drag, a strong early solar wind may have caused an 
enhanced corpuscular radiation analogue of the Poynting-
Robertson effect on grains smaller than - 1 µm (Burns et al., 
1979). 
4. Enhancement of volatiles in the Sun as the result of early 
large-scale planetesimal formation in the outer solar system 
5. Similar to ( 4) but with fractionation in the galaxy as a 
whole due to removal of all elements condensible at temper-
atures of - 20-50 K by large-scale comet and ice formation. 
As proposed by Tinsley and U:lmeron (1974), only Hand He 
would not be condensed 
6. Fractionation due to comets or planetesimals in Sun-
grazing comet-like orbits, which would enrich the Sun in 
solids, suggested by joss (1974). 
Although we lack information on volatile elements both in 
the present-day solar photosphere and in CI chondrites, we can 
in some cases predict the original interstellar cloud volatile 
abundances from abundance curve smoothness tests and 
nuclear process calculations, just as for solid elements. To test 
for volatile fractionation between the interstellar cloud and the 
Sun, the solar wind can be used in lieu of the photosphere 
(Wiens et al., 1991). For this fractionation test, the noble gases 
are the obvious choice since their entire reservoir is in the 
gas phase, with the possible exception of the heavy noble gases 
under cold environments. Primordial He, Ne, and Ar abundan-
ces are poorly constrained by nucleosynthetic production 
ratios or interpolations. Krypton lies in a mass region with 
slowly decreasing odd-mass abundances (e.g., Burnett et al., 
1989), providing the simplest interpolation estimate. Thus 
Wiens et al. (1991) used Kr to compare the solar-wind-derived 
solar abundance with that predicted by interpolation, which 
assumes no solid/gas fractionation Here we extend the study 
to Xe using the same overall approach. 
UNFRACI10NATED {ORIGINAL) XENON ABUNDANCE 
For xenon, interpolation between the surrounding odd-mass 
isotopes is not as well constrained as Kr because Te and Xe 
lie on an r-process peak rather than a slowly decreasing part 
of the abundance curve. Fortunately, Xe has two isotopes that 
are shielded from the r-process contributions and produced 
almost exclusively by the s-process. Contemporary s-process 
theory provides an excellent quantitative fit to the observed 
CI chondrite abundances for nonvolatile s-only nuclei in the 
A > 100 mass range, the so-called "main component" of the 
classical s-process theory of Kiippeler et al. ( 1989). The theory 
predicts that s-process abundances are described by a smooth 
variation of Na, where N is the abundance of the given isotope 
and a is the laboratory-derived neutron absorption cross sec-
tion at the relevant energy. S-process abundances are thus 
(Na )thco,y! a. If one assumes that neutron capture cross sec-
tions at kT = 25-30 keV are applicable, there are only two 
adjustable parameters (a constant and one exponential parame-
ter in the neutron fluence distribution incident on the seed 
56pe) in the Kiippeler et al. (1989) calculations of the main 
s-process. The s-process results are compared with nonvolatile 
CI abundances for s-only isotopes from 96-204 amu in Fig. I. 
In almost every case the agreement is within 20-30%, enabling 
comparison on a linear scale. There is a minor complication 
in that estimated abundances of 130){e and 128Xe were used 
in the overall fit by Kappeler et al. (1989). However, as these 
are only two out of the whole dataset being fitted, it is safe 
to assume that the predicted (Na) would be the same if the 
two s-only Xe isotopes were excluded from the fit. We there-
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Fig. 1. Comparison of s-process abundances calculated from (Na) 
and a values tabulated by (Kappeler et al., 1989) with CI cbondrite 
abundances from Anders and Grevesse (1989) for s-only isotopes of 
nonvolatile elements in the higb-mass range. The agreement is within 
10-30% in most cases, justifying the use of s-process Xe abundance 
calculations as representative of the original unfractionated Xe 
abundance. 
fore asrume that s-process theory provides a reliable abun-
dance estimate of the s-only Xe isotopes. We choose to work 
with the more abundant of the twos-only Xe isotopes, 13°Xe; 
128xe results are similar. Kappeler et al. ( 1989) predict 
N(13°Xe) = 0.22 ± 0.09 (Si= 106). 
An independent constraint on the Xe abundance comes 
from even-odd abundance systematics. Odd-mass nuclei in a 
given mass range are always less abundant than the sum of the 
even ones. Thus for nonradiogenic 129xe, an upper bound is 
given by [129xe]max = (!128M + ! 130M)/2, where iM is an iso-
tope of mass i. CI chondrite data on 128•13°Te and 130aa (Anders 
and Grevesse, 1989) and nonradiogenic 13°Xe/ 129xe and 
1iBxe/ 129xe ratios of 0 .165 and 0.0779 respectively (R 0 . 
Pepin and D. Phinney, "Components of xenon in the solar 
system," unpublished manuscript, 1978) yield [129xe]max = 
1.80 and [13°Xe]max = 0.30 (Si= 106). 
SOLAR WIND GASES IN LUNAR ILMENITE GRAINS 
Fractionation 
The solar wind, as collected in the lunar regolith, provides 
the only experimental measurements of solar Kr and Xe abun-
dances. Although bulk gas releases from even the most reten-
tive minerals are severely .fractionated, the surface layers 
containing the most recent loading of gases are apparently 
un.fractionated for all but He (Frick et al., 1988; Becker and 
Pepin, 1989). This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for He, Ne, and AI, 
for which we have direct solar wind measurements. It is 
actually swprising that He is nearly un.fractionated, given its 
high concentrations. Since He constitutes 3-5% of the solar 
wind particles, several times higher than all the heavier ele-
ments combined, extreme concentrations to tens or hundreds 
of cubic centimeters per gram of He are found in grain surface 
layers. Selective destruction of these layers and liberation of 
the gases therein can be achieved by closed-system etching 
Wiens et al.: Solid/gas fractionation in the solar nebula 155 
( Wteler et al., 1986) or low-temperature oxidation (Frick 
et al., 1988). Only the latter method has produced data for 
heavy noble gases (Kr and Xe). We use data from the only 
two lunar ilmenite separates subjected to this procedure to 
date, 71501 (Frick et al., 1988) and 79035 (Becker and Pepin, 
1989). Their light noble gases are compared in Fig. 2 with 
the solar wind. 
Nitrogen/Noble Gas Ratios 
Although the light noble gas patterns are nearly identical to 
the solar wind in the 71501 and 79035 ilmenite surface layers 
oxidized at low temperatures (Fig. 2), the relative nitrogen 
abundances, both of the near-surface and the sample as a 
whole, are higher than expected in the solar wind by about 
an order of magnitude (Frick et al., 1988; Becker and Pepin, 
1989). This presents a ~ble objection to considering 
surface-sited noble gases as representative of the solar wind 
It appears that either noble gases are inefficiently implanted 
or there is an extraneous source of nitrogen implanted at 
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Fig. 2. Helium and Ne abundances from lunar ilmenite separates 
normalized to the solar wind and to Ar. Filled squares represent total 
gas amounts from six different samples measured by Hintenberger 
et al. (1974), Frick et al. ( 1988), and Becker and Pepin (1989), whicb 
are fractionated relative to the solar wind Open symbols represent 
gases released from only the surf.ice layers by low-temperature oxi-
dation of breccia 79035 (Becker and Pepin, 1989) and the more 
recently exposed soil 71501 (Frick et al., 1988). Notice that the 
22Ne/ 36 Ar ratio is unfractionated in both samples, and it is 3S5UIDed 
that the heavier noble gases are also unfractionated. Normaliz.ation to 
the solar wind provides a better fit, particularly for 22Ne/36 Ar, than 
normalization to estimated solar abundances used in previous compar-
isons (Frick et al., 1988; Becker and Pepin, 1989). The major source 
of uncertainties is in the long-term average solar wind ratios ( Bocbs/er, 
1987). 
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energies of similar order of magnitude to the solar wind Both 
of these options have been argued against (Becker and Pepin, 
1989). A possible third alternative (Frick et al., 1988) is that 
nitrogen diffuses less readily than the noble gases, so that N 
from many exposure episodes tends to remain in the surflce 
reservoir, while noble gases do not A firm resolution to this 
problem is needed to completely validate the results presented 
here. 
Antiquities 
Judging in each case from the 40 Ar/'6 Ar ratios (e.g., Kerridge, 
1980; Wteler et al., 1983 ), the solar wind exposure of surflce 
soil 71501 probably occurred within the last several hundred 
million years, while soil breccia 79035 was most likely exposed 
at least - 1 Gy before present. The low o15N values measured 
in 79035 (Clayton and Thiemens, 1980; Becker and Pepin, 
1989) suggested that it might be significantly older, up to 
2-2.5 Gy (Clayton and Thiemens, 1980) by the assumption 
that o15N decreased with age before present. However, based 
on spallation product considerations, a younger age (between 
960 and 1240 m.y.) has recently been suggested by Benkert 
et al. (1991). This must be a lower limit to 79035 that, if 
true, would imply that the lowest o15N and highest relative Xe 
abundance (discussed below) do not belong to the oldest 
samples (i.e., samples with the highest 40ArJ36Ar), but perhaps 
represent an anomalous spike in solar wind composition. 
SOIAR WIND XENON 
Low-temperature ilmenite oxidations give ratios of 13°Xe 
relative to 2°Ne and 36Ar. These are normalized to Si using 
spacecraft detector ratios of Ne/ O = 0.17 ± 0.02 (Bocbsler 
and Geiss, 1989; Bocbsler et al., 1986) and Si/ O = 0.19 ± 0.04 
(Bocbsler, 1989), and, where ilmenite ratios relative to 36Ar 
are used, the Apollo solar wind foil ratio 36Ar/ Ne = 0.0205 ± 
0.0050 (Geiss et al., 1972; Bocbsler and Geiss, 1977). The data 
and results are shown in Table 1 for Xe in ilmenite from 71501 
and 79035. The solar wind Xe abundances calculated by this 
method are well below solar system estimates given above. A 
similar result was found by Wiens et al. ( 1991) for Kr. The 
simplest explanation for this difference is that the solar wind 
Xe/ Si ratio is fractionated relative to the photosphere because 
of the difference in FIP. The first ionization potential of Xe is 
12.1 V; the Si FIP is 8.1 V. All observed elements with FIPs 
greater than - 10 V are depleted in the solar wind and solar 
energetic particles ( SEPs) by an approximately constant value 
relative to lower FIP elements. This is illustrated schematically 
by the solid line in Fig. 3, after the model of Steiger and Geiss 
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Fig. 3. Schematic fractionation patterns for selected elements in the 
solar wind relative to the photosphere and normalized to Si. The solid 
line with tic marks for the relevant elements is after the model of 
Steiger and Geiss ( 1988) for the present-Oay solar wind. Most of the 
nonvolatile elements plot on the higher portion of the line near Si, 
while most of the volatile elements lie near Kr. The dashed line with 
x's represents a proposed mechanism to explain why Xe released by 
low-temperature oxidation of 79035 ilmenite (Becker and l't!pin, 
1989) is a fuctor of 1.6 higher relative to the other noble gases than 
the recent solar wind, as measured in 71501 ilmenite (Frick et al., 
1988). It is proposed that the FIP cutoff in the ancient solar wind 
was higher than at present This simplistic scenario, discussed in the 
final section of the paper, predicts a fuctor of nearly 4 higher relative 
solar wind C flux for the active period. 
11\BLE 1. Data used for calculation of the solar wind 130xe abundances. 
Sample Ilmenites Directly-measured SW I30J(e 
I30J(e/2°Ne I30J(e/36Ar 2°Ne/ Si 36Ar/Si (Si= l06) 
71501 6.82 x 10-s 0.83 0.057 
±0.31 ±0.20 ±0.014 
71501 3.11 x 10-6 0.0183 0.057 
±0.21 ±0.0063 ±0.020 
79035 1.09 x 10-7 0.83 0.090 
±0.13 ±0.20 ±0.024 
79035 5.05 x 10-6 0.0183 0.092 
±0.45 ±0.0063 ±0.033 
Lunar ilmenite data are from Frick et al. (1988) and Becker and l't!pin (1989); solar-wind 2°Ne/ Si and 
36Ar/ Si are from Geiss et al.. ( 1972), Bochs/er and Geiss ( 1977), Bochsler ( 1989), Bochs/er et al. ( 1986), 
and Bochsler and Geiss ( 1989). Two calculations are given for each sample, one using the ilmenite 130xe/ 2
°Ne ratio and the other the 130xe/ 36Ar ratio. 
(1989). The FIP fractionation Jilctor is still poorly constrained 
Solar wind fractionation is much more uncertain than SEP 
fractionation, for which the most recent estimate is 4.4 
( Grevesse, 1991 ); fractionation of the two types of particles 
need not be identical. The solar wind depletion of Xe relative 
to Si should be well within a conservative estimate of 4.2 ± 
1.5 (Steiger and Geiss, 1989; Anders and Grevesse, 1989) used 
by Wiens et al. ( 1991) for Kr. 
The solar wind 13°.x:e results are given in Table 2 after 
averaging the two methods for each sample and correcting for 
fractionation between the photosphere and the solar wind by 
the above factor of 4.2. The results are shown in Fig. 4a 
along.side independent estimates of the solar system Xe abun-
dance that assume no fractionation The estimates are given 
by ( 1) interpolation of both even and odd isotopes with CI 
abundances of Te, I, Cs, and Ba by Anders and Grevesse 
(1989), (2) classical main-component s-process calculations 
(Kappeler et al., 1989), and (3) the even-odd constraint 
'L\BLE 2. Solar xenon abundances. 
Source 
71501 ilmenite 
79035 ilmenite 
Anders and Grevesse ( 1989) 
S.process ( Kiippeler et al., 1989) 
Even-odd abundances 
I3°xe 
0.24 ± 0.09 
0.38 ± 0.14 
0.21 
0.22 ± 0.09 
~0.30 
The first two lines give the 13<Xe data from Table 1, averaged for their 
respective samples and corrected for FIP fractionation by a fu.ctor of 
4.2 ± 15. For comparison, 13<Xe estimates from CI interpolations, s-
process systematics, and even-odd abundance considerations are given 
relative to Si = 106. The bottom three estimates assume no solid/ gas 
fractionation 
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described above. The more recently-exposed ilmenite, 71501, 
is nearly identical to the estimates, consistent with no, or at 
least very little, solid/ gas fractionation Uncertainty for the 
79035 datum overlaps the 71501 uncertainty, but the nominal 
value is above even the even-odd mass constraint in Fig. 4a. 
Most of the uncertainty is from the Si normalization and the 
FIP fractionation factor. Relative to 71501, the high Xe abun-
dance in the 79035 ilmenite surface Jayer is highly significant 
(Becker and Pepin, 1989). The 79035 data point in Fig. 4a 
could thus be construed as evidence for enrichment of gas 
relative to solids in the Sun. However, the 83Kr results for both 
samples (Wiens et al., 1991), shown in Fig. 4b after similar 
correction for FIP fractionation, agree with the CI-interpolated 
abundances, showing no evidence for enrichment of gases in 
the Sun 
Since Xe from 71501 and Kr from both samples are very 
near the unfractionated abundance estimates, our conclusion 
is that, within the uncertainties, the Sun's solid/gas ratio is 
unfractionated from the original presolar material. This con-
clusion is only accurate to a factor of 2 at present. It is 
important to test for solid/gas fractionation at higher levels of 
accuracy, based on improved observations of solar wind 
abundances. 
The possibility of chemical fractionation of solar matter 
relative to the parent molecular cloud deserves more attention 
than it has been hitherto given. Of the works cited earlier, the 
calculations of joss (1974) focused on one specific mecha-
nism: comet accretion to the Sun joss (1974) concluded that 
such accretion could be important, but his idea has been 
largely ignored 1insley and Cameron (1974) considered an 
even grander-scale application of solid/gas fractionation: to the 
galaxy as a whole and the is.sue of low galactic heavy element 
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Fig. 4. (a) Solar 13<Xe abundances determined from solar wind trapped in ilmenites 71501 and 79035, and estimates from Table 2 given 
by interpolation (Anders and Grevesse, 1989), S·process calculations (Kappeler et al., 1989), and the even-odd constraint, all three of which 
assume no solid/gas fractionation. Solar wind data from the 71501 ilmenite, which are sensitive to solid/gas fractionation, are in agreement. 
However, the more ancient solar wind captured in 79035 is nominally high. Most of the uncertainty is from the solar wind Si normalization 
and from the solar wind fractionation fu.ctor. The differences in Xe/ Ar and Xe/Ne released from the rwo ilmenites are significant, and suggest 
that a modification has occurred in solar wind Xe over time (Becker and Pepin, 1989). (b) Solar 83Kr estimates assuming no solid/gas 
fractionation, and solar abundances derived similarly to the Xe. These are unchanged from Wiens et al. ( 1991) and are repeated here for 
completeness. The solar-wind-derived Kr data are within uncertainty of estimates. A value of 83Kr = 5.2 (Si = 106) was estimated by Anders 
and Grevesse ( 1989); the interpolated value from Burnett et al ( 1989) is 4.75. 
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abundances. Their suggestion has not found favor among galac-
tic astronomers. As a solar system process, it deserves serious 
consideration, although in the literal version proposed by the 
authors, only H and He would be left in the gas phase. Because 
CI interpolations are not possible for H and He, such frac-
tionation would be very difficult to establish, compared to the 
more favorable cases for Kr and Xe that we have discussed 
Fractionation by FIP, which is effectively solid/gas fractionation, 
has not to our knowledge been discussed in the context of 
the solar system, even though it may be the most likely 
fractionation mechanism. Ironically, it may be that the lack of 
fractionation, assuming that this could be demonstrated at a 
higher level of accuracy than at present, is the most powerful 
constraint on physical processes active during the evolution of 
the Sun from the parent molecular cloud Such lack of frac-
tionation would then be a required prediction of specific 
theories. 
Xenon Abundance Modifications in 79035 
Because of its magnitude-(a factor of 1.6 greater than 71501 
with no hint of concomitant Kr, Ar, or Ne increases) and 
because the higher relative Xe abundance persists in the high-
temperature fraction (Becker and Pepin, 1989), it is unlikely 
that the higher Xe abundance in 79035 is simply an artifact 
of a previous regolith exposure cycle from which the Xe 
diffused more slowly than the other gases. However, this 
remains a possibility, as it does for the nitrogen. 
An alternative view is that the Xe in 79035 experienced the 
secular solar wind flux enhancement proposed for other sam-
ples with great antiquities (e.g., Kerridge, 1980). If this is the 
case, the even-odd abundance constraint indicates that either 
all elements in the Xe mass region were enhanced or, more 
likely, the solar wind/ photosphere FIP fractionation factor was 
modified The Xe FIP, at 12.1 V, is the lowest of the stable 
noble gases, and is thus the most likely to be altered during 
a period of unusually high solar activity. 
Details on how this could have occurred are poorly known. 
It is possible that, during such a period, the relative contri-
bution of transient solar wind associated with coronal mass 
ejections was higher than the present -5% relative to the 
steady-state solar wind The relative abundance of He, which 
has the highest FIP, rises to 20% or greater in the transient 
solar wind (Neugebauer, 1981 ) . However, some elements with 
low FIP, such as Fe, are also enhanced, and the levels of less-
abundant elements are still not known, so it is not clear what 
overall effect a more significant transient solar wind contribu-
tion would have on long-term average abundances. 
Another possible explanation may be that a modification of 
the parameters in the photosphere led to a higher cutoff as 
a function of FIP for the fractionation of the steady-state solar 
wind, as illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 3. This would 
explain why Kr, with a higher FIP than Xe, does not show an 
enhancement in 79035. Perhaps a model similar to that de-
veloped by Steiger and Geiss ( 1989 ) , which fits the change 
in ionization efficiency at -10 V, could be made to fit such 
a change at -12 V instead, as shown in the figure. More real-
istically, the early active Sun may have had a wide range of 
FIP cutoffs leading to systematic fractionations among medium-
to high-FIP elements. 
A change in solar activity strong enough to alter the relative 
Xe abundance should also affect several other elements with 
similar FIPs. The most abundant of these are S and C, which 
have FIPs of 10.4 and 11.3 V respectively. Carbon is presently 
fractionated by approximately the same factor as volatile ele-
ments with higher FIPs (Steiger and Geiss, 1989 ) , as shown 
by the tic mark on the solid line in Fig. 3. If Xe were enhanced 
by a factor of 1.6 during exposure of 79035, C should be 
enhanced by at least that much, and could be up to a factor 
of -4 higher, as shown along the dashed line (Fig. 3 ), if C 
was nearly unfractionated relative to Si. Sulfur, which is pres-
ently fractionated by an intermediate value (Steiger and Geiss, 
1989 ) , would be enriched by a correspondingly smaller 
amount. Data on solar wind S and unambiguous concentrations 
of solar wind C in lunar material are not avail.able. As with 
the noble gases, bulk concentrations almost certainly will not 
give true solar wind abundances. It would be necessary to 
measure the most recent surface loadings of solar wind C and 
S. However, for both elements the situation is not as simple 
as for noble gases. Terrestrial surface contamination and vola-
tilized C and S from micrometeorite bombardment make sur-
face layer solar wind analysis very difficult at best. 
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